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Sport brings together generations and cultures. Sport

represents competition as well as respect. Sport is

excitement and passion, and can help break down

prejudice and contribute to integration into a community.

We are one of the leading suppliers and installers of sports floors

and delighted to make a contribution to the success of this social

and political task . WAVES build sports facilities for amateur and

high performance athletes, for children and adults, councils and

clubs, schools, nurseries and care homes for older people – in short:

for everyone.

WAVES GREEN TECHNOLOGY





QATAR SPORTS CLUB
Your needs come first: your individual

requirements and specific ideas of what

your new sports surface must be capable

of, and the budget, are our top priority. We

work together with you to find the solution

that best meets your needs.

OUR TOP PRIORITY NEEDS



GOOD IS NOT GOOD

ENOUGH. FOR US.

Our technicians work every day to further refine our components and find new

ways to combine them for an even better result. Over the course of many

years, we have developed proven module combinations perfectly suited to

an enormous range of uses.

In particular, in recent years we have successfully developed a number of

innovations that make our projects unique in a variety of ways in the relatively

young market of high-quality synthetic turf systems. We also continuously work

on our formulations and system designs for our running surfaces to support elite

and amateur athletes alike in their quest to achieve top performance.
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TURF

Creating a new lawn is the best way of 

changing the entire look of your Sports 

Field . You can lay a partial lawn in 

areas where the grass is shapeless or 

you can replace it altogether for better 

results. A question most people ask is 

why they should pay more for the turf 

instead of simply rearing grass 

naturally. It is important to understand 

that grass seeds take longer to

mature. This means that your Sport 

field will remain bare for a period of 

time before getting some grass cover. 

When it comes to turf laying, there is a 

lot of misinformation about the whole 

process. A lot of people simply don’t 

know the best time for turf laying. 

Sport fields  experts argue that the 

best time to lay the turf is during warm 

spring and autumn seasons that are 

characterized by a Fair Weather in 

Qatar . To start with, not everyone 

understands what turf laying entails. 

Despite the task appearing very 

simplistic, a lot goes into laying the 

lawn in a professional manner and not 

just for the sake of it. You can expect 

that with the professionals at Waves 

will never go wrong with the process.



Waves is by your side as a useful point of contact throughout

the project: from choosing the right product to project planning to

handover, we will provide you with reliable support and

expert knowledge, based on our many years of experience. This

means that everyone is happy with the final result: from the builders

and planners to the clubs and of course the players and athletes

themselves!



Synthetic Turf

Waves synthetic turf system developed by Polytan, consisting of straight

or textured turf fibres, infill granules and an elastic base layer ensures an

astonishingly natural feeling surface for play, a high level of protection

against injury, and outstanding wear resistance tried and tested, and

certified in accordance with all the usual standards.

With our wide range of products, we offer perfect solutions with optimum

play properties for every demand and every budget from multipurpose

pitches for amateur clubs through to premier league stadiums.



INFILL

Different infill materials such as elastic

synthetic granules or quartz sand ensure

an authentic play experience, as well as

grip and traction when changing pace or

direction rapidly. They also support 

ball  rolling  behaviour and offer

degree of protection against injury.

clean

a  high

Synthetic turf systems from Polytan are high-tech

products that are made up of different

components depending on the intended use. The

Polytan Anti-Compaction System (ACS) is a

precisely defined combination of a synthetic turf 

surface, infill granules and an elastic layer. The 

combination selected has significant influence on

the preferred play properties, as well as the

durability and longevity of the system.

SYNTHETIC TURF SYSTEMS –

STRUCTURE AND TECHNOLOGY



The high quality and excellent play

properties of our synthetic turf 

systems have also been verified by

numerous seals of quality and cer-

tificates. For example, all Polytan

synthetic turf systems meet current

national and international standards

and have also been certified by a

number of international sporting

associations.

BIONIC FIBRE EPDM ST SMARTINFILL

STRAIGHT FILAMENTS

LigaTurf RS Pro II CoolPlus

FOOTBALL

STRAIGHT FILAMENTS

LigaTurf RS+ CoolPlus
WorldCup Edition
FOOTBALL  ■ RUGBY ■ AMERICAN FOOTBALL

STRAIGHT FILAMENTS

LigaTurf Legend

FOOTBALL  ■ HOCKEY ■ MULTISPORT



PU SPORT SURFACESInstalling sports surfaces demands specific

expertise and a high level of precision and 

experience. After all, the optimum sports

physiological properties of

the surface can only be harnessed when all 

components are professionally and

properly installed.

PERFECTION FROM



GRANULATES

SBR - RECYCLED RUBBER GRANULES

Rubber Powder - SBR 00.06

Description
Product- with the best size reduction technology

the powder produced has a proper grain distribu-

tion, under 0.6mm, (30 mesh) clean without metal

or textil contamination.

SBR powder fits a wide range of aplications, such

as asphalt rubber, elastic filler for rubber and plas-

tic parts.

Due to its high percentage of carbon black it may

be used has black pigment.

Pre-treated rubber powder- SBR 00.04

Description
Product- SBR powder under 0,4mm (40 mesh) with

a surface de-vulcanization allowing new connec-

tions with raw materials.

Rubber powder clean without metal, textile or 
sand contamination, it’s an economic option to 
replace virgin raw material on rubber parts, that 
keeps the final product key properties.

It may be used as impact modifier for thermoplas-

tic materials.

Synthetic Rubber – selected
recycled product
Rubber Granules - R.SI*

Description
Produced from rubber production rejected mate-

rials. The rubber pieces are selected by polymer

and color, the source control is an evident advan-

tage, since it will be easier to mix the final powders 

with the right materials.

The grain size may be adjusted to specific require-

ments
* Raw material designation (under consultation)



EPDM GRANULATES



EPDM rubber granules

for smooth, top-quality

surfaces.

WAVES has a granule solution with specific properties that 

no rival product can match.

No matter whether they are used for sports or playing surfaces, 

leisure facilities, workplaces or homes, EPDM rubber granules

from WAVES have already proved their worth in over 100,000

applications and, as a premium product for synthetic flooring

systems,

They fulfil even the very highest of requirements.

The granules satisfy stringent European standards and are

available in three granule sizes and 22 standard colours. WAVES

offers customers everything they need from a single source –

from advice on ordering and delivery right through to

maintenance .to round this off, we also provide a helpful

sample service and comprehensive technical data 

sheets.

PU SPORTS SURFACES



OUTDOOR SPORTS FLOORING

WAVES offers a tailor made product range of different 

surfaces for all kinds of athletic sports.

Waves PUR

Polyurethane surface cast insitu technology Long lasting and super-elastic,

high shock absorption and aberasion resis- tance, outstanding competition

properties No

13 mm

Red (standard), green, blue (optional) Stadium running track

Special granulated surface (high UV- resistance), perfect for the use of 

spikes 3 layers, „in situ“ installation:

1. Basic PU-layer 2. Non porous surface

3. Top layer: coloured EPDM granulate International Competitions, IAAF

CLASS 1

Multi layer surface Long lasting and elastic, high shock absorption,
No

13 mm

Red (standard), blue (optional) Stadium running track

Granulated surface (high UV-resistance), perfect for the use of spikes

3 layers, „in situ“ installation:

1. Basic layer  2. Non porous surface

3. Top layer: coloured EPDM granulate Training and competition, IAAF

CLASS 1

Waves M



Waves S

Multi layer surface

High elasticity and aberasion resistance, highly weather resistant

Yes

15 mm (available up to 20 mm) Red (standard)

School, amateur and professional level, running tracks and all

weather pitches Structured surface, perfect for the use of spikes

2 layers „in situ“ installation

1.Basic layer: rubber granulate

2.Top layer: coloured EPDM granulate Long lasting allround surface

Waves WS

Spraycoated surface

Special competition version available, high wear resistance

Yes

14 mm

Red (standard)

School, amateur and professional level, running tracks and all weather

pitches Rough, granular sturctured surface, also for the use of spikes

2 layers

1.Basic layer: rubber granulate

2.Top layer: spray coated / EPDM Allround + competition, IAAF CLASS

1
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S WAVES GYM POINT

Flexible, yielding sports floor with vertical 

deformation that closely fits the area of the load.

Point elastic

WAVES GYM AREA

Flexible, rigid sports floor with a wide area of 

vertical deformation.

Area elastic

Combined elastic

WAVES GYM COMBI

Area elastic sports floor with point elastic top

layer. Vertical deformation in the sec- tion with

the  load  dispersion  layer  is  large.  On  the

surface, it closely fits the area of the load.



POINT ELASTIC

GYM Point

A DURABLE AND LONG-LASTING
SCHOOL SPORTS SURFACE

The point elastic sports floor is a flexible, yielding floor that is particularly well-suited for

amateur and recreational sports. The soft surface cushions falls immediately. In addition, the

point elastic layers only require a small mass to exhibit their shock-absorbent effect. This

plays a particularly important role in children‘s and school sports if the athlete is relatively

light. Thanks to the simple design of the elastic layer and PUR wear surface, GYM Point

can be installed quickly and easily and is more cost-effective than wooden sports floors. The

surface is extremely resistant to both mechanical influ- ences and liquids. The elastic layer is

moisture-resistant and retains its shock-absorbent properties even after many years of use.

Simple maintenance of the seamless surface rounds off the system.

STANDARD COLOURS, INDOOR SURFACES

AREAS OF USE

* School and recreational sports

• Types of sports with a greater need for a protective func- tion, e.g.

* handball or volleyball

PROPERTIES

Seamless surface

Soft, point elastic surface

Can be certified according to international sports

association requirements



ACRYLIC SPORTS 
SURFACES

COLOURS

“A good tennis 

surface has to 

offer comfort, a 

good grip and the 

perfect bounce for

the ball, that’s what 

players like.”

SPORTS HARDCOURT

Waves KOLD
ADVANTAGE
COLOR

Waves KOLD 
MASTERS

CUSHION COURT

Waves KOLD Waves KOLD 
MASTERS 5 MASTERS 8

Tennis ■ ■ ■ ■

Roller sports ■ ■

Multipurpose ■ ■ ■ ■

School sports ■ ■ ■ ■



THE MULTIPURPOSE SURFACE

Waveskold Advantage system

is comprised of factory textured

colors using a select blend of silica

sands. Batch mixing is simplified,

resulting in superior quality control

and a consist- ent surface pace

regardless of location or applicator.

AREAS OF USE

Tennis facilities and halls Roller in-line

hockey facilities Streetball or basketball

courts Multipurpose facilities

PROPERTIES

Consistent surface pace regardless of location 

or applicator thanks to factory-textured top coat 

Environmentally friendly – does not contain 

asbestos, lead or mercury

High abrasion and UV resistance

HARDCOUR T SYSTEM

WAVESkold Advantage

TENNIS ■ ROLLER SPORTS ■

MULTIPURPOSE/ SCHOOL SPORTS

Cross-sectionSystem structure



WOOD SPORTS SURFACES

WAVES Bi-Power Sleeper: Free-floating resilient sports floor

system designed for multi-purpose use. Bi-Power Sleeper is

recommended for basketball, volleyball, badminton, handball,

racquetball, squash and other multi-purpose sports activities

providing good resiliency, shock absorption, and performance -

whether jumping, running or pivoting. Bi-Power Sleeper

is suitable for all types of facilities and for players of all

ages providing not only a multi-func- tional sports floor but

also a floor at competitive budgets. The structural sub-

floor treated sleepers provide the necessary support and

space allowing suitable air circulation / ventilation for added

dimen- sional stability and long-term durability. The system is

also available with the 10mm (3/8") waffle back Resi-Pads.



Squash & Racquet Courts
WAVES has a proven track record with its Squash Court 

which has been used for most of the major international

tournaments featuring the Qatar ’s leading players. From 

this background and experience Waves has built many 

outdoor glass squash courts for private clients. With all 

the experience and willingness to innovate, Waves has 

developed a new type of squash court for the public use.

Experts in squash court refurbishment, repair, 

installation & maintenance



Padel Courts

Padel is a racquet sport that is growing in 
popularity all over the world. It can be played 
by two or four players and combines elements 
of tennis, badminton, and squash. If you are 
looking for a fun new way to get active and 
spend time with friends or family, Waves padel
may be the perfect sport for you!



CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE
OF THE SYNTHETIC SURFACES

Routine visual inspections and the immediate removal of

surface dirt are among the duties of any grounds man. In

addition to this, the surface should also be cleaned

thoroughly on a regular basis. To support you in this task,

we offer training and special cleaning equipment, or in fact will

just perform the cleaning for you – with trained specialists,

who can also quickly and expertly perform repairs when

needed.



Over the course of time, even the surfaces

of running tracks and multifunctional ser-

vices can be impacted in that the surface

becomes weathered or encrusted, or moss

accumulates, for example. Although this

contamination is usually only superficial and

is mostly very easy to remove, any damage

should be remedied as soon as possible by

our WAVES specialists.

PROPER MAINTENANCE OF

SYNTHETIC SURFACES



Waves involves solely in the Supply and installation of aluminium 

based sports equipment in the middle east region, such as :

Track & Field Equipment Volleyball Equipment Badminton 

Equipment Handball Equipment Tennis Equipment Hockey
Equipment Basketball Equipment 
Soccer & Rugby Equipment Benches 
Scoreboards Softball & cricket
Sports net & divider curtains Sports hall equipment
Table tennis

Electronic measurement & display equipment 
and more...

Sports equipment's

What we do



Volleyball

Volleyball Post Competition 1

Volleyball competition posts made of oval anodised aluminium profiles.

Our competition posts have a 120 x 100 mm cross-section and a wall

thickness of 4 to 6 mm. The net tensioning device and

height adjustment mechanism are incorporated in the competition

posts. The height adjustment is done by hand.

Volleyball Post Competition 2

Volleyball competition posts made of oval anodised aluminium

profiles. Our competition posts have a 120 x 100 mm cross-

section and a wall thickness of 4 to 6 mm. The net tensioning device 

and height adjustment mechanism are incorporated in the 

competition posts. The height can be easily and smoothly adjusted

using  a crank  handle which can be removed during a game or

for storage.



Tennis Post Mobile System

The tennis post mobile is made by special aluminium square profiles. The cross section of the post

measures 80x80x3 mm. The tensioning mechanism is located inside the post to ensure highest safety

standards. The net can be tightened by a removeable crank. The posts are covered with a special 

casted caps. This post does not need any ground preparation and can be placed anywhere required. It 

can be setup fast and easily. Order No. 80310 White powder coated

Order No. 80320 Aluminium surface

The transport wheels for tennis post mobile system are made from durable PP castors. The wheels

allow a comfortable manoeuvring of the posts without lifting it from the ground. One set consists of 

eight wheels. Order No. 80330

Tennis & Table Tennis

Tennis & 
Table Tennis



Basketball

& NetBall



Hand ball

Handball Goal Poat

The handball goalpost Ia made from special aluminium 
profiles. The «068 section  of the goal frame measures 80x80
mm. The inner dimension of the goal are 300x200 em. The front
frame is painted in two coloured stripes. At this goal the front
frame Is detachable. Thl8 allows the goal post to be tnmeported
In smaller packagae. The bar freme and the net supporters are
fixed to the front frame by lltainl888 steal e«ewa. It Ia equipped
with the INTERLOCK net hook system, which enaurae that the
nets hangs perfectly. The coloured stripae can be chosan in three
different options (blue/ white, r&d/ whit& and blactlwhite).



Playground



With safety and quality firmly in place,now we want our kids

to have a great time.This is where our great design and

attention to details give an a tractive and fun equipment -

the best playgrounds in the market



Fitness & Gym



Waves was established with a solidity that creates value 

and future. Our products Made in Europe , design, 

experience, perfect joint biomechanics, technology and 

high quality are part of the Waves DNA. Waves offers the 

widest and most complete range of products on the 

market for all the various sectors, ages and types of 

training.



Stadium Seating



Waves, Represent a professional manufacturer of large 

scale stadium seating and aluminum bleacher, we can 

provide all services of R&D and production and produce 

products That compatible with GCC climate to be used 

for out door stadium. Here are the services we can 

provide: 3D Max mold, mechanics analysis, selection of 

anti-UV and flame retardant materials, 3D printing 

samples, mold development, manufacturing and product 

testing. In compliance with international high standards, 

the R&D and production can be customized based on 

the relevant laws and regulations for each countries. All 

the services in the process of early product development 

will be FREE. Please feel free to contact us.



Equine



VI:RVIcW

Whether  it  is  an  equine  pool.  underwater  

treadmills.  surfacing  solutions  for your  stables or 

arenas.  race rails. paddock  fences.  all weather  track  

surfaces  or  turf.  we have the capability to design and 

construct your facilities incorporating the most innovative 

and progressive designs

that come to life with cutting edge technology.

We represent a whole range of reputable suppliers and

manufacturers who are brand leaders within their own

field of expertise. We also work with some of the

most reputed manufacturers to provide you solutions for

horse walkers. stable and barn doors and windows. low

and high speed horse treadmills. equine spas and stable

accessories. Coupled with the in-depth local knowledge and

local experi· ence of Waves Trading & Contracting W .LL

we are able to provide a service to our clients that are

both unique and unmatched.

• Horse I Camel Pool & Hydrotherapy Units

• Seamless Equestrian Flooring

• Eva Mats for Impact Protection

• Stable and Dairy Mats

• Rubber and Pavers

• Rails and Fences

• Riding Arena Footings

•Track Surfaces

• Other Products



• Certificates
• We Waves Endeavor to ensure that our staff are safe, well protected and educated in health and safety procedures when working with

us while following all required quality standards, They are m a d e aware of the importance of taking responsibility for their own health and

safety and quality and that of those around them.

• They follow Company quality safety procedures and use protective equipment in accordance with the information and training they

received. All new legislation and health and safety guidelines are communicated to all employees during employees induction Training

and updates are all communicated when appropriate.

Waves



Certificates

ISO9001



Certificates

ISO14001



Certificates

ISO45001



Classification



Accreditation



AWARDS





Major Clients&Suppliers



Major Clients



Major Suppliers / Partners



Some of our Projects



Tharb Camel Hospital (
Camel Swimming Pool )



Doha Collage (Sports 
Flooring)



Qatar Sports Club
(Running Track)



Alforjan Park @ Alkhour 
(sports flooring & Sports

equipments



Alforjan Park @ Alkhour 
(soccer field )



Alforjan Park @ Alkhour 
(Kids Play ground

Equipment)



Private Farm @ Um
Berkah (Indoor Sprorts 

Hall)



Police Institute (Running
Track & Indoor Sports

Flooring)



Albayet Stadium
(Playground Equipment)



The Pearl Qatar



Dogs Park

The Pearl Qatar



Contact Us

T +974 44416319

F +974 44416312

P.O. Box 82431   Doha- Qatar

info@waves-Qatar.com

www.waves-Qatar.com

mailto:info@waves-Qatar.com
http://www.waves-Qatar.com/

